Project: Wyck Hill House Hotel
Client: Arab Investments
Sector: Hotels / Hospitality
Duration: 4 Months

Wyck Hill House is a 60 bedroom country hotel
in the Cotswolds. Consisting of a Main House,
and 2 garden accommodation structures.

The hotel also has a high end in house spa with
6 treatment rooms.

NM Cabling was tasked with upgrading the
WIFI, Audio Visual, Telephone Systems and
Data cabling throughout

The works also included external service areas
and a bespoke servicer call system for outside
service and guest accommodation

Structured Cabling Installation
Data cabling was required throughout the hotel
for Wi-Fi, Public Areas, Offices, Bar, Restaurant
and Reception.

Due to the nature of the old building, bespoke
routes and solutions were required for the data
cabling installation and terminations. A lot of the
data cabling was required to be run externally
and hidden so as not to disturb the aesthetics of
the country house
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Audio Visual Installation
A SONOS music system was installed
throughout the Bar, Reception, Dining, Library
and Public Area. A bespoke audio system was
also installed in the hotel large entertainment
suite which is use for hosting conferences,
meetings and weddings

Modern televisions were also upgraded and
installed in every bedroom and public area

IT / Telecoms Equipment
NM Cabling headed the project management for
the installation and setup of the IT and
Telephone systems throughout the hotel.
Initially installing the data cabling for these
systems, the company then rolled out the
equipment into the rooms for the connection
and setup by the hotels IT partners

Wi-Fi Installation
A free to access Wi-Fi system was installed
through all guest bedroom, public and hotel
management areas,

The data cabling installation, mounting and
setup of the WI-FI units were all undertaken by
NM Cabling
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